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Sen. Josh Green sengreen@capitol.hawaii.gov
Re: Congratulations. Peer Review Request
November 8, 2018 at 5:09 PM
Leonard Horowitz 1 len15@mac.com

Sorry, this isn’t for me.
Josh
On Nov 8, 2018, at 9:40 AM, Leonard Horowitz 1 <len15@mac.com> wrote:
Josh,
Congratulations. Even though we don’t see eye to eye on the vaccine issue, I’m thankful Mr. Chin is
out and you are in.
As a medical doctor, and now Lt. Gov. elect, you are especially advised to read and please make your
official statement, or alternatively a “peer review” summary,
of the attached important new article I compiled as a service to the citizens of Hawaii in opposition to
the Hawaii health department’s proposed Title 11 changes. I will make sure your statement, or review
is published in Medical Veritas online journal. You really need to know about these issues. They are
CRUCIAL to the health and safety of the children.
Also, I know you have a good relationship with our attorney, Margaret Wille. Margaret really deserves
to be Mayor in Hilo. She has a great heart, works very hard for the people of Hawaii, as you know
drafts excellent legislation, and opposes corruption in government. Please see what you can do to
make Margaret Mayor.
Also, please put a call into Mitch Roth regarding the ayahuasca (class 1 narcotic dimethyltryptamine
“DMT”) king-pin and white collar criminal lawyer, Paul J. Sulla, Jr. suspect in new criminal case
C18009739 for “Forgery in the Second Degree.” Two HPD investigators confirmed this forgery after
the County discovered one of the many Sulla forgeries he used to steal our property in Pahoa by
exercising his “judicial influence.” You may be asked to comment on this case for two reasons: (1) it
involves an illegal DMT manufacturing and trafficking operation on the Big Island involving money
laundering through illegal real estate deals (including my property defended by Margaret) that will be
increasingly making news. The abuse of DMT is exploding across the US, supplied mainly by Sulla’s
operations; and (2) there is serious evidence for the feds to bring public corruption charges in our
case, as well as many others in which we are witnesses.
Here is the link to the article awaiting your review and comments:
http://medicalveritas.org/vaccine-racket-contaminates-nobel-prizes-school-mandates-evidencecriminally-negligent-manslaughter/

Best wishes and good luck dealing with the pressures.
Leonard G. Horowitz, DMD, MA, MPH, DNM (hon.), DMM (hon.)
Editor-in-Chief,
Medical Veritas International, Inc.

